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abstract

The aim of this project was to create a product 
or solution to combat rodents for the private 
market. The product has the ability to connect to 
a network or smart home solution so that it can 
notify the user when there is activity, ensuring 
swift removal of the rodent and more efficient 
pest control.

The research for this project includes looking at 
and analysing what traps are currently on the 
market, interviews with experts within the field, 
field work together with pest control techni-
cians. In addition I have looked at research con-
ducted on the humane execution of rodents.

The end result is a mechanical rat trap for out-
doors and indoors use which ensures swift exe-
cution with as little suffering as possible. All the 
mechanics are enclosed to make it easier to han-
dle and at the same time making the trap safe to 
use around pets and kids.
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Human attitudes to pests are often different 
from attitudes to other species but if we interact 
with these animals we have moral obligations 
towards them and we should consider their wel-
fare in every management operation.

Broom DM, The welfare of vertebrate pests in relation to their management 
In Advances in Vertebrate Pest management, ed. by Cowan DP and Feare CJ. 

Filander Verlag, Fürth, Germany, pp.302-329 (1999).
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introDuction anD brief

project brief:

Where there are humans there will be pests. One 
of the most common pests, the brown rat is not 
a malicious creature by definition but the fact 
that its habitat sometimes encroaches on the 
space occupied by humans makes it a pest and 
nuisance. Rats can cause a lot of destruction on 
property, they can also spread disease, this in 
combination with an extremely high rate of re-
production makes it necessary for us the con-
sider it a pest, try to control the population and 
prevent them from entering our buildings. The 
way humans have dealt with pests have varied 
over time. Different traps and pesticides has 
been the weapon of choice in this situation for a 
long time, not just for rats but for a wide range 
of pests.

The problem with poison and pesticides are the 
effects they have on nature, we just have to look 
at the widespread usage of DDT in agriculture 
to see what catastrophic consequences they can 
have. DDT have been documented to cause can-
cer and had a devastating effect on the wildlife 
and was therefore banned for agricultural use in 
most countries in the 70’s. We can see that there 
have been a drive for some time to regulate and 
minimize the usage of poison in pest control and 
it will probably grow even stronger in the years 
to come. 

I feel the search for greener, safer and smarter 
solutions in pest control is of importance and I 
think that as a designer I can hopefully see things 
from a different perspective and help in pushing 
the industry in the right direction.

Design a system, product or a range of products for rodent pest 
control which is a superior alternative to the use of poison and 
has improved usability over what is currently on the market. 

The end result should provide the user with greater control 
over the pest control situation in their home.
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pesticiDes anD tHe problems WitH 
using rat poison

As mentioned in the introduction the use of poi-
son has been a common way of combating ro-
dents since they first appeared on the market in 
the 1940’s. And it is still to this day a common 
method both among the professionals as well as 
in agriculture and in the private market. 

The most popular types of poison is anticoagu-
lants. The way that they work is that they stop 
the blood from coagulating and after a sufficient 
amount have been digested the poison will cause 
internal bleeding in the animal. The poison usu-
ally comes in the shape of a wax block to dilute 
the chemicals and make it easier to handle.

It is not hard to see why it is popular, compared 
to setting traps you can more or less forget about 
it and refill the poison every once in a while. 
In addition to being convenient the cost is quite 
low.

But there is a different price to pay. Studies have 
shown that the poison finds its way into the eco-
system. Since rat poison normally takes some 
time to accumulate in the body of the rodents 
they can become the prey of birds, cats and oth-
er animals that often hunt rats and mice.

Another issue that comes with the slow working 
poison is that when the rat eventually becomes 
ill it will seek out the safety of its nest which in 
urban areas often is within our buildings. This is 
a big problem for homeowners since a dead rat 
inside the wall can create an unbearable stench. 
It’s usually hard to pin point exactly where in 
the wall that the decaying rodent is so in many 
cases you have to open up a whole wall just to 
get rid of the body and in some cases also re-
place soiled insulation materials.  

It is mandatory for the pest control companies to post warning labels whenever 
poison is used in the extermination process.

A standard rodent bait box with its lid open, inside we see a wax block containing 
Bromoadiolon, a common type of rat poison.

sources:
Katherine H. Langford, mfl: The occurrence of 
second generation anticoagulant rodenticides 
in non-target raptor species in Norway, Science 
of The Total Environment,Volumes 450–451, 15 
April 2013 

Så farlig er musegift for andre dyr - https://
forskning.no/husdyr-miljogifter-rovdyr/2016/11/
musegift-farligere-enn-tidligere-antatt
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Humane eXtermination of roDents & 
regulating tHe use of poison

What the laws says about the humane treat-
ment of rodents.

There are laws in place in Norway, as in many 
other countries, that ensures fair and humane 
treatment of animals. They are called dyrev-
elferdsloven (the animal welfare law) and vilt-
loven (the wildlife law). These are laws that 
you must follow if you are a professional farmer 
wanting to kill and butcher a pig or if you as a 
private citizen are out in the forest hunting deer. 
Even though rats and mice in principle fall un-
der these laws they also seem to exempt.

You are allowed to use traps which causes a lot 
of distress and suffering in the animals such as 
drowning traps and glue traps, these are traps 
that are banned in Sweden. There also seems to 
be a lack of regulation on other traps that we 
find on the market. Some mechanical traps don’t 
generate enough force to consistently kill its vic-
tims, instead they often end up wounding the ro-
dent or causing a prolonged and painful death. 

Then there is also the extensive use of poison 
in combating rats and mice. Killing any other 
animal with the use of poison and chemicals is 
strictly forbidden. The most common forms of 
rat poison are anticoagulants which over time 
causes internal bleeding.

There is no definitive answer as to why rats and 
mice are exempt. It could be that since they are 
considered vermin their well being is not really 
considered. Perhaps it is a lack of attention from 
animal welfare groups. Or it could be that the 
damage these creatures cause to property and 
infrastructure justifies the use of not so humane 
methods. 

The Veterinary Institute does advocate the ban-
ning of certain types of traps and a better control 
over what traps gets sold here in Norway. They 
conducted a study in 2010 looking at different 
types of mouse traps and the use of poison in 
combating rodents. They also recommend a re-

duction in the use of rat poison due to the pain 
and suffering it causes the rodents.

But of course we can’t escape the fact that we 

The law governing the use of correct methods in pest control in Norway.

When an animal dies, welfare ceases 
and if consciousness is lost instant-
ly and not regained before death, 
there is no welfare problem. Howev-
er, when an animal dies slowly af-
ter being shot, trapped or poisoned 
in a way which causes pain, fear or 
distress, its welfare is very poor

must deal with rats and mice somehow. So what 
is the most humane way of extermination? For 
an answer we can look at a study from 1999 
called The welfare of vertebrate pests in rela-
tion to their management which goes into detail 
of different extermination methods from an an-
imal welfare perspective. The conclusion being 
that if the method causes instantaneous loss of 
consciousness we can assume that we are not 

Broom DM, The welfare of vertebrate pests in relation to their management 
In Advances in Vertebrate Pest management, ed. by Cowan DP and Feare CJ. 

Filander Verlag, Fürth, Germany, pp.302-329 (1999).
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sources:
Engeland S, Kjæstad HP, Grøndahl AM, Karlsson 
AC, Mejdell CM. Dyrevernmessige konsekvenser 
ved bekjempelse av rotter og mus. Veterinærin-
stituttets rapportserie 12-2010. Oslo: Veterinærin-
stituttet; 2010.

Broom DM, The welfare of vertebrate pests in 
relation to their management. In Advances in 
Vertebrate Pest management, ed. by Cowan DP 
and Feare CJ. Filander Verlag, Fürth, Germany, 
pp.302-329 (1999).

Salg og bruk av muse- og rottegift - Miljødirek-
toratet, faktaark M-619, 2016

inflicting any suffering in the animal. In prac-
tice this requires a mechanical trap to provide 
a swift blow to the head or neck of the animal 
of sufficient force to cause instant death. In an 
electrocution trap we need to provide a large 
enough electro shock through the vital parts of 
the animal (brain or heart) to cause instant loss 
of consciousness

The person undertaking pest control is obliged to use the means 
and method that does the least amount of harm to health and 
environment and which leads to the desired result.

Forskrift om skadedyrbekjempelse (2001) - Helse- og omsorgsdepartementet

tHe principle of substitution

About the laws and regulations in Norway 
surrounding pesticides.

There is a distinction between products for pri-
vate and professional users. Products for private 
use are products that you can buy and use for 
example at home or in the cabin without having 
any education or special qualifications in pest 
control. Products for professional users are prod-
ucts that you can buy and use only if you have 
a pest control certificate issued by Folkehelsein-
stituttet. 

Since 2014 private individuals can no longer buy 
the more potent second generation rat poison, 
only mouse poison that must come pre-packaged 
in small bait stations. Pest control technicians 
can still handle the more potent chemicals but 
the use is regulated. They must for example al-
ways use lockable bait boxes when placing poi-
son indoors or in a public space.

When you talk to people in the field of pest con-
trol they tell you that there has been a shift. 
Before the use and handling of rat poison and 
other pesticides where rather haphazardly treat-
ed. Where as today there is a more responsible 
approach among the technicians as to when and 
how you use poison in the pest control process. 
This comes from stricter regulations (like the 
principle of substitution) and better training of 
new technicians.
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a DaY in tHe life of a pest control 
tecHnician

To get a feel for how the professionals handle pest 
control I decided to tag along with two pest con-
trol technicians for a day. I met up with Jørgen and 
Stian, two friendly guys working at the Anticimex 
East office (Oslo, Akershus and Østfold). Jørgen has 
been in the field for twelve years and goes by the ti-
tle of service technician. He has a lot of contact with 
some of the larger customers in addition to coordi-
nating work with his fellow pest control technicians, 
such as Stian, who has been working as a pest con-
trol technician for the last three years. The plan for 
today is the installation of two smart systems in two 
very different locations in Oslo.

The smart systems that Anticimex use are for exter-
minating rats and mice, they are battery operated 
units which can remotely report activity over the 
common cellphone network. Depending on the size 
of the infestation and if its indoors or outdoors they 
use two different systems. For indoor location they 
usually install the smaller I-Trap produced by a com-
pany called Wisecon which kills the rodents via a 
spring loaded mechanical arm activated when two 

Preparing the I-traps for installation.

A technician putting batteries into a new I-trap Installing the I-traps among the wiring beneath the floor

IR sensors detects motion. It lures its victim with re-
placeable scent pods. Each I-Trap has to be connect
ed wirelessly to a master unit placed nearby which 
contains the SIM card, the master unit also has a con-
trol panel for when the technician is on site and need 
to diagnose the system. Outdoors they use the larger 
Smart Box unit which can operate without the need 
of a central master unit since each box has its own 
SIM card. As opposed to the I-Trap the Smart Box 
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kills the rodents through electrocution.
The first stop of the day is a large relay room belong-
ing to a company in charge of maintaining the infra-
structure of the Norwegian railway. The room is jam 
packed with switches and other electronic equip-
ment controlling the railway network of the whole 
country and there is a constant humming, clicking 
and whirring going on in the background. If there 
is one place you do not want a rat to chew over a 
cable this is it. I am told to not touch anything while 
the guys get to work opening up floor panels finding 

Master unit up and running. Ready to report activity over the cellular network.

PeSt control in norway

To become a pest control technician you must 
complete a course held by Folkehelseinstituttet. 
The course contains both theory and practical 
field work. Every technician will have to take a 
renewal course after 10 years.

Only approved technicians can use the title and 
are allowed to handle certain pesticides. A list 
over who is approved are listed openly to the pub-
lic.

Pest control companies offer their services for 
both private and corporate customers. A corporate 
customer usually signs a yearly contract which in-
cludes a set number of visits and in addition the 
technician will be avaliable on call.

Most private customers comes into contact with a 
pest control company through their home insur-
ance.

A normal home insurance will cover the extermi-
nation once the rodents are inside the building but 
they must cover the cost of preventative measures 
themselves.

Unloading the Smart boxes at the second location. A special key is required to 
open the traps.

Installed Smart box with wall mount.

suitable placements for around 10 traps, replacing 
the old bait boxes containing rat poison with a more 
high tech solution fitting of the location.

The techs tell me that they have noticed a significant 
upswing in the last year of customers opting to go for 
these smarter products instead of the normal boxes 
with rat poison. The fact that the smart traps are poi-
son free is a big selling point but Jørgen tells me that 
the feedback he gets from customers is that they like 
how the rodent problem gets much more tangible. 
They can get exact reports of when and where there 

Before leaving the location the technicians make sure that all units have connect-
ed to the system.
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is activity and the extent of the infestation, some-
times the actual numbers surprise the customers he 
tells me.

After lunch we head over to our second location for 
the day. This time a private customer living in one 
of the wealthier neighbourhoods of Oslo. They had 
observed rats in the garden and wanted the best solu-
tion on the market, price was clearly not an issue. 
After surveying the property they decide where to 
mount the boxes, seven in total. The traps are usual-
ly placed along a wall and they have a tunnel along 
the bottom which exploits rodents natural attraction 
to small confined places. Once inside the tunnel the 
victim gets electrocuted and dumped into a small 
bucket inside the box. The technician gets alerted 

and comes and empties the trap when one or more 
rodents have been dealt with.

The contracts are usually the same for both private 
and industry customers. They pay an annual fee 
and they have a set number of visit from the tech-
nician throughout the year plus any additional visit 
prompted by either the customer or the smart system 
notifying about activity. Private customers opting 
for a smart solution is a rarity though. Having one 
Smart Box, let alone seven, is a lot more expensive 
than going for the traditional bait boxes filled with 
rat poison. But the technicians are convinced we will 
see a lot more smart solutions installed in the future, 
perhaps spurred on by stricter environmental regu-
lations.

location 1
corporate customer

• Technological building

• Rat droppings found under the floor

• Indoors

• Wisecon Smart I-Trap system for indoors

• 10 Units + 1 Master unit

location 2
priVate customer

• Residential area

• Rats observed in the garden

• Outdoors

• WiseBox for outdoors use

• 7 Units

Wisecon Wise-I trap and Wise-I Master

Wisecon Wisebox 1
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finDings from fielD stuDY

After visiting two locations, conducting quick 
interviews and observing how the technicians 
work I was also able to make the following ob-
servations: 

• Using modern technology provides a higher 
degree of control for the end user. “the ro-
dent infestation became more tangible and 
easier to track with precise numbers”.

• The Smart boxes which can store several 
dead rodents are a bit overkill for a small 
residential customer. They are big and bulky 
and because of the smell the collection sev-
eral rodents isn’t necessary since you want to 
empty it as soon as one rat is caught.

• The technician tried hiding the traps, afraid 
they would be an eyesore for the customer. 
I see an opportunity to create better looking 
traps.
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An important part of my research was to look 
at what type of solutions that currently exist on 
the market. 

We can categorize the traps into the following 
groups:

Catch and release. These are non lethal traps 
where the rodent is captured in a cage or bucket 
and the user must then transport the living ani-
mal to a suitable location and release it into the 
wild again.

Mechanical execution. These traps are often 
spring loaded and are designed to kill the ro-
dent. They can for example work by giving a 
killing blow to the neck or head, or by choking 
the rodent to death.

Electrocution. These traps use electric current to 
kill the rodents.

Glue traps. A flat surface of glue with bait in 
the middle. Killing trough asphyxation or star-
vation.

Drowning traps. A seesaw or cylinder with bait 
causes the rodent to fall into a bucket of water.

Gas traps. Killing the rodents trough asphyxa-
tion with the use of CO2.

Glue and drowning traps are considered very 
inhumane in the way that they kill the rodents 
so I didn’t look very closely at those. Catch and 
release while being the most humane way of 
dealing with rodents is often not a viable op-
tion if you live in an urban environment. Kill-
ing through the use of gas is considered humane 
but is very rarely used, in fact I have only come 
across one trap that uses this method. Perhaps 

eXisting traps on tHe marKet

Lethal traps All Mechanical

Non lethal / 
Catch & Release Electronic Traps

Mechanical

Gas

Smart traps

Electrocution

ALL TRAPS LETHAL TRAPS ELECTRONIC TRAPS

Sorting and categorising the traps on the market: The majority of all traps are intended to kill its victim. Out of these lethal traps most are mechanical but some use 
electronics in various ways. Out of the electronic traps only a handful are what we can categorise as Smart traps.
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Non Lethal 
( catch and release)

Non electric Electric connective abilities / IOT

Mechanical 
extermination

Electrocution Gas

Type: Mechanical
Market: Industry
Price:
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  3,6 V AA
Indoor
Rats / Mice
Tech: SIM card, messaging 
capability, requires master 
unit.

Wisecon - I-Trap
Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price
Capacity:
Batteries: 
Indoor
Rats / Mice
Tech: Bluetooth, accompan-
ing app

Raticator - S-Plus 
Bluetooth

Type: Electric
Market: Industry
Price:
Capacity: 1-10 rodents
Batteries:  Rechargeable 
battery
Indoor / Outdoor
Rats / Mice
Tech: SIM card, messaging 
capability

Wisecon - Wisebox
Type: Electric
Market: Private 
Price:  ~600 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xAA
Indoor
Rats / Mice
Tech: S-Wave radio protocol 
(smart home)

Dome - the Mouser

Type: Electric / Gas
Market: Industry
Price: NA
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  NA
Indoor
Mice

Rentokil RADAR

Type: Mechanical
Market: Private
Price: ~100 NOK
Capacity: 1
Indoor / Outdoor
Mice
Non Lethal

Mice cube

Type: Mechanical
Market: Private 
Price:  ~150 NOK
Capacity: 30
Indoor / Outdoor
Mice
Non Lethal

Victor Tin Cat mouse 
trap

Type: Mechanical
Market: Private / Industry
Price: very low
Capacity: 1
Indoor / Outdoor
Rats / Mice

Standard rat trap

Type: Mechanical
Market: Private / Industry
Price: ~100 NOK
Capacity: 1
Indoor
Mice

Victor Powerkill Snap 
Trap 

Type: Mechanical
Market: Private / Industry
Price: ~150 NOK
Capacity: 1
Indoor
Mice

Victor Kill Vault

Type: Electric
Market: Private / Industry
Price: ~250 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xAA
Indoor
Mice

Victor  Electronic 
mouse trap

Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~400 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xAA
Indoor
Rats / Mice

Rat Zapper

Type: Electric
Market: Private 
Price: ~500 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xD batteries
Indoor
Rats / Mice

Rat Zapper Ultra

Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~300 NOK
Capacity:
Batteries: Wall adapter or 4xC 
batteries
Indoor
Rats / Mice

Electronic rodent trap
(various manufacturers)

Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~500 NOK
Capacity:
Batteries:  wall adapter or 4x 
D batteries
Indoor
Rats / Mice

Hoont  - Electronic 
Rodent trap

Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~900 NOK
Capacity: 1-10 mice
Batteries:  4xC batteries
Indoor 
Mice

Victor Multikill
Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~500 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xC batteries
Indoor 
Rats / Mice

Victor Electronic rat 
trap

Type: Electric
Market: Private
Price: ~300 NOK
Capacity: 1
Batteries:  4xAA batteries
Indoor 
Mice

Victor electronic 
mouse trap - Pro

this is due to technical constraints or it can also 
be because of the connotations you get from a 
“rodent gas chamber”.

So the types of traps I looked closest at were the 
mechanical traps and the ones that uses electro-
cution. I looked at both rat and mice traps since 
they often work in similar manner just at differ-
ent scales.

I paid closer attention to the traps that use elec-
tronics. These come in all shapes and sizes, from 
the small ones for the home owner with a mice 
in the attic to the large rat traps for industrial 
use with the capacity to kill several rats before 
you have to empty the trap.

A small cross section of the traps currently on the market but with more focus on the electronic traps.

There is a sub category of electronic traps which 
one could call smart traps. These are traps with 
connective capabilities. That could be either 
through radio, such as Bluetooth or Z-Wave or 
they connect to the cellular network through a 
SIM card. This gives them the ability to notify 
the user when there has been activity or the trap 
needs service or a change of batteries. 

Sorting products already on the market in terms of complexity. Simple mechanical traps to the left, electronic traps in the middle and Smart traps to the right. My prod-
uct will be in the smart trapcategory with quite a high level of complexity.

low high

Project
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finDings from comparatiVe stuDY

By looking at what is already on the market I 
drew the following conclusions.

• A trap for rats will be able to kill mice as 
well. But mice traps are usually to small ore 
not powerful enough to be able to properly 
kill rats. 

• The traps that electrocute that uses standard 
batteries (AA, D, C cell etc.) seem to use a 
lot of batteries. Looking at reviews you will 
have to change the batteries more often 
than the producers claim.

• Most traps are for indoor use only. By de-
signing a trap that can be used both indoors 
and outdoors I can offer something others 
traps don’t.

Means of 
extermination

Means of 
luring

Interactive
components

Power source

Housing

Wall adapter

Electrocution

MechanicalBait

Safety/shelter

Lights & switches

Control panel

Display

Communication

Water proofingStorage

Solar panel

Rechargable battery

Single use battery

A breakdown of the components that makes up the modern rat/mice trap. These are all things that need consideration in my final design.

• I can could only find a handful of “smart” 
traps on the market, that is traps which can 
connect to a system. I predict this will be a 
growing market in the time to come.
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tHougHts on tHe use of 
electrocution in a roDent trap

At first I was intrigued by the use of electro-
cution as a method of extermination. A lot of 
newer traps on the market offer this solution 
and claim that it’s quick and easy and requires 
less clean up compared to conventional traps. 
But after studying them a bit further I found 
out that a good electrocution trap both in terms 
of efficiency and humane killing have certain 
requirements that a lot of the traps lack. It boils 
down to two crucial points:

1. the layout of the electrocuting components 

2. How much power the trap can deliver.

If we look at the first point, the layout of the 
trap. In order to provide a swift execution and 
to do so in a humane fashion the current needs 
to travel through either the heart or brain of 
the rodent. When this happens there is a quick 
loss of consciousness and the rodents will not 
suffer. But most of the traps on the market 
today are mostly just two metal plates on the 
floor of the trap, when the rodent steps on both 
plates it completes the circuit and receives an 
electric shock. Since the current takes the path 
of least resistance, in this case through the 
body of the rodent, and only the feet are touch-
ing the metal then the current will not pass 
through the heart or the brain. This will result 
in the rodent being conscious for longer and 
therefore the rodent is potentially in more pain 

before succumbing to the electricity.

The second part of the equation is how much 
power the trap can deliver. The traps work by 
charging a capacitor which when a circuit is 
completed releases a lethal electrical shock. 
The severity of the shock is dependant of both 
the voltage and current being delivered. Almost 
all the traps on the market are battery operat-
ed, often by normal household batteries like AA 
or D cell batteries. These batteries gets depleted 
fast when the need to charge a capacitor to a 
threshold of 6000 – 10000 Volts. Therefore it is 
questionable if they can provide a lethal shock 
after the first few kills. Meaning that the rodent 
instead of dying receives a painful paralysing 
shock for a few seconds.

A notable outlier among the traps that I looked 
at is the Wisebox produced by the Danish pro-
ducer Wisecon which seems to check both box-
es. It has a large battery and it is designed so 
that the current will go through both the head 
and the body of the rodent.

Advertisement for a generic electrocution trap. These are avaliable through Ama-
zon and go by a slew of different names.

Here we see a rat trap called Hoont with the top lid removed. Inside we see two 
metal plates which will electrocute the rat when it steps on both at the same time
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Environmental concerns

There is also concerns regarding the use of bat-
teries in most of these traps. Most of them run 
on normal household batteries and I guess the 
argument for that is ease of use. But looking 
through reviews on Amazon it becomes clear 
that they seldom deliver on the number of kills 
that they claim can be obtained before chang-
ing the batteries. Which means if you aren’t 
using rechargeable batteries they are hardly 
environmentally friendly. 

I will use batteries in my own trap but since 
they will only need to provide power to a cou-
ple of sensors and the electronics that connect 
to the network I hope to minimize the impact.

Practical concerns

Since the aim was to design a trap for outdoors 
use I have to consider that the trap over time 
will be exposed to dirt and water. This also 
speaks against the use of electrocution since 
there is a chance of electrical malfunctions if 
the trap is not sufficiently secured against the 
elements.

The inner workings of the Smart Box. The trap has prongs which the rat is hoisted up into ensuring that the electric current goes through the head causing swift loss of 
consciousness. The trap can hold 5-7 rats before it has to be emptied by a technician

The Smart box by Wisecon. The only reliable electrocution trap according to the 
experts at Folkehelseinstituttet.
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interVieW WitH folKeHelseinstituttet

To get som more insight into rodent behaviour 
and pest control in general I decided to go to 
Folkehelseinstituttet and talk to an expert with-
in the field.

Arnulf Soleng is a senior researcher at Folkehel-
seinstituttet and is among other things in charge 
of teaching aspiring pest control technicians 
about rodents and other vertebrates as they go 
through the process for getting their certifica-
tion. These are some of the topics that we dis-
cussed.

About the laws and regulations governing 
rat poison in Norway. 
Norway more or less follows the EU directives 
and every five years every substance used in pest 
control goes up for review. It is not unthinkable 
that the use of rat poison will be banned com-
pletely in the future but for that to happen there 
must be better alternatives in place that does as 
good job as the poison at killing and controlling 
rodent populations and at an affordable price. 
This is in relation to the Principle of Substitu-
tion.

A major regulation in recent time in Norway was 
in 2014 where it was decided that private indi-
viduals weren’t allowed to buy second gen rat 
poison in bulk. They are still allowed to purchase 
it if it’s a set dose contained inside a bait box, to 
prevent over dosing and lose substances poison-
ing peoples and animals. FHI are among other 
things tracking the number of cases of poisoning 
among children to see if the new regulation will 

lead to a decrease of poisoning cases ( usually 
around 50-100 cases per year ). They have yet 
to reach a conclusion whether or not there have 
been a change.

About humane extermination.
There are no direct regulation on rat traps in 
Norway in regards to safety and if the trap is able 
to exterminate in a humane fashion. Although 
pest control technicians under law have to make 
sure that they use the tools and techniques that 
ensure humane extermination.

what iS folkehelSeinStituttet?

Folkehelseinstituttet is a government agency 
under the Ministry of Health and Care.

They do research and provide their expertise in a 
number of fields such as

• Communicable Diseases
• Mental and physical health
• How environmental factors affect our health
• Health promoting and preventive measures 

in the population

They also suply the course that aspiring pest 
control technicians must attend to be able to use 
the title.
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Can traps that use electrocution kill the ro-
dent in a humane way? 
Optimally electricity should go through the 
brain or the heart of the animal to ensure instant 
loss of consciousness. Some of the traps on the 
market might not have enough battery power in 
addition they often rely on two plates that the 
rodent stand on meaning the current might not 
pass through the heart or brain.

Mechanical traps that use force, by hitting the 
animal on a vital part (neck, head or upper body) 
is not without issues either since you must en-
sure that it provides enough force and won’t hit 
the animal in parts of the body that only cripples 
them or inflict unnecessary suffering.

About the layout and choice of material.
We also briefly discussed the shape of the trap if 
it would be beneficial to have it laid out as a tun-
nel with openings in both ends. Since the trap 
will be placed next to a wall where rodents trav-
el it will probably make the rats more inclined 
to enter the trap if the can see the exit on the 
other side as opposed to a closed off trap with 
only one opening. Mice being more curious will 
enter just about any hole, so for them it won’t 
matter much.

What material the trap is made out of could be 
of importance in whether the rodent chooses 
to enter or not. Arnulf had heard from techni-
cians that rodents can be less willing to enter 
a metallic trap during cold weather. This could 
be because the rodents finds the bare metal too 
cold but he couldn’t say for sure. But I will need 
to take this into consideration when it comes to 
choosing materials. Using plastic or wood will 
potentially be more inviting for the rodent and 
in return lead to a higher kill rate.

Arnulf Soleng
 senior researcher at Folkehelseinstituttet
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tHe connecteD Home

Pest control as part of the Smart Home ecosystem together with security cameras, weather stations, light fixtures and a host of other products.

The term Smart Home has become a lot more 
more ubiquitous in recent years. Smart Home 
Hubs like the SmartThings (now owned by Sam-
sung) certainly broke the ground but a lot of 
the credit goes to the tech giants Amazon and 
Google which have seen great success with their 
voice controlled smart speakers Echo and Home. 
The popularity of the smart thermostat Nest (ac-
quired by Google in 2014) also gets a notable 
mention.

Home automation, IoT and Smart Home prod-
ucts are on the rise. Business Insider predicts 
that the number of IoT devices in use will have 
almost quadrupled from 2016 to 2021 (from 6.6 
billion to 22.5 billion devices) and they forecast 
a total investment in IoT technology of $4.8 
trillion in the same five year period. So when 
designing a product for the home it is hard to 
ignore the possibilities of making it a part of the 
Smart Home ecosystem.

But the ever increasing digitalization of our 
everyday lives isn’t without its drawbacks. A 
main concern is that of online security. Any-
thing connected to the internet is in risk of being 
compromised through hacking. Although luckily 
a rat trap malfunctioning isn’t a life and death 
situation (at least not for us humans) as it could 
potentially be in an autonomous vehicle or in-
dustrial equipment. But still as long as we keep 

Smart speakers on the rise. Amazon Echo, Google Home and the Amazon Echo 
Dot in front

it in mind and adhere to best practices in terms 
of security.

Another concern is that when you rely on a ser-
vice there is a risk that support for that service 
gets discontinued. An example of this is the 
Revolve Hub, a smart home hub which got ac-
quired by Nest. They later shut down the servers 
supporting their system basically rendering the 
hardware useless. 

Relating to my own product if for example we 
are forced to discontinue support for the app 
then it could potentially cripple the product in 
terms of interaction. But on the bright side it 
would still be a fully functional mechanical rat 
trap, just not as smart.
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An example of a Smart Home Hub: Samsung SmartThings Hub with Accessories

Hardware and radio protocols

If the product is to go into production we must 
consider how it communicates with your home 
network, more specifically which radio proto-
col to utilize. There are a number of different 
options that will also affect how compatible the 
product becomes. Around a decade ago trans-
mitting data over Wi-Fi and Bluetooth required 
a lot of power and many devices which relied on 
batteries would get drained too fast. With smart 
home hubs such as SmartThings the use of oth-
er protocols became the answer such as Z-Wave 
and ZigBee because they utilise low energy ra-
dio waves and will save on battery life. Both of 
those protocols are still in use today but pretty 
much exclusively within home automation.

Today the power consumption problems with 
Wi-Fi has been solved. For example the Nest  
thermostat operates over Wi-Fi and both Ama-
zon and Google have opted to not include any 
other protocols apart from Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
in the Echo and Home smart speakers. Bluetooth 
also received an update with Bluetooth LE (low 
energy) meaning wearables such as Fitbit can 
sync to your phone throughout the day and still 
go a week in between charges.

So why should we consider using Z-wave hard-
ware if Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are just as energy 
efficient? The answer to that question is range. 
Z-wave is still superior to standard Wi-Fi in 
terms of range. Bluetooth LE claims it has a sim-
ilar range capabilities as Z-wave around 100m. 
But it since the product is meant for outdoors 
use and signals will potentially have to travel 
through concrete, wood and other building ma-
terials determining the best solution will require 
testing. 

Another potential hurdle is if Z-wave turns out 
to be the optimal choice in terms of range then 
we are dependant on using a smart home hub to 
relay the signals between the trap and the app. If 
the users have to own a hub it will limit the po-
tential market compared to if the trap can con-
nect directly to a router which is found in almost 
every home these days.

sources:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Home_automation

The Internet of Things Report – Business Insider

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2014/
mar/20/internet-of-things-security-dangers

http://www.businessinsider.com/googles-nest-
closing-smart-home-company-revolv-bricking-de-
vices-2016-4?r=UK&IR=T&IR=T

https://www.cnet.com/news/the-only-way-to-
save-the-smart-home-hub-is-to-kill-it/
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WHo is tHe proDuct for?
For this project I started out thinking quite 
broad both in terms of which design field to 
delve into (interaction, service or product de-
sign) and also as to who I was designing for. So 
I tried mapping the different stakeholders to try 
and see the bigger picture. Who would be the 
potential end users and how do they relate to 
the other stakeholders? 

If I where to create a product for the pest 
control technician I would need to consider 
how it fits into their ecosystem of services and 
products. And if the product where to be a part 
of a service then it could be a service provided 
by the pest control company or potentially the 
insurance company.

In the end after doing field research and look-
ing at the traps currently on the market I felt 
there was great potential in designing a smart 
trap for the home market since there was a dis-
tinct lack of products that are both smart, made 
for outdoors use and aimed at the homeowners.

End Users

Home
owner

Pest Control
Technician

Pest Control
Company

Insurance
Company

MunicipalityHousing
Association

Janitor /
Caretaker

Mapping the different stakeholders with the potential end users in the middle

Professional user

Private user / 
Home owner

Indoors Outdoors

The product is aimed at the homeowner for outdoors use. But that is not to 
say that the product can’t be used indoors and or by the professional exter-
minator as well.
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Design process
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accounting for rat beHaViour in tHe 
Design

Rats can be tricky to get rid of once they have 
established themselves. They are much smarter 
than the common mouse and highly adaptable. 
Rats are also known for being neofobic, which 
means that they are inherently sceptical to 
changes in their environment or anything new, 
this poses a problem for anyone trying to exter-
minate them. 

For instance if we introduce a new trap into the 
habitat of a rat we might not see initial success 
right away. The pest control technicians claim 
that they find the most success with the older 
traps that have been in use for a while. This in-
cludes if they move a used trap to a new location, 
they say it will perform better than a brand new 
one would. The dirtier the better. This has a lot 
to do with the smell, the old traps will smell of 
rat and that seems to reassure other rats. There 
has been some experimentation at Anticimex 
with sprinkling saw dust from the cage of do-
mesticated rats in and around the traps. This 
of course is not a scientific study so we should 
not draw any conclusions from weather or not it 
leads to a better catch rate, but the technicians 
claim it works. Another theory regarding smell 

Brown rat (Rattus noRvegicus)
• Weight: 200-500 grams
• Length without tail 18-25 cm
• Tail: 15-21 cm with dark upper side and light 

underside)
• Behavior: Shy, night-active and can show fear 

of new unknown food, new objects and strange 
smells in its environment.

• Features: Good to climb, swim and jump. 
They can jump 90 centimeters straight up, one 
meter horizontally and down from a hight of 
16 meters. 

• Can fit in gaps as small as 1.2 cm in height due 
to a flexible rib cage.

• Lifetime: about one year, but longer under op-
timal conditions. Gets sexual mature after 2-3 
months, and gets 8-12 pups (but sometimes 
20) 4-7 times a year.

Source: FHI - https://www.fhi.no/nettpub/skad-
edyrveilederen/gnagere/brunrotte/

Ideally a rat trap should be positioned next to the wall since the rat has a fear of often spaces and will hug the wall to navigate. The opening should also be oriented so 
that the rat approaches it head on.
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is that the new traps smell of fresh plastic and 
that might deter rats from approaching it.

I will take advantage of the rats keen sense of 
smell in my trap since it utilises bait. But mak-
ing it smell less new or smell more of rat is a 
lot trickier to do on a large scale. So how can 
we convince the rat to trust our trap then? By 
looking at rat behaviour I hope to solve that in 
two ways. 

1. Placement of the trap. 
2. Layout of the trap.

Looking at the first point you want to place the 
trap along a wall where the rat have been spot-
ted. This is because rats dislike open spaces and 
will often navigate by hugging a wall. So the 
opening of the trap should ideally be parallel to 
the wall. So I must design a trap that can easily 
be placed as flush as possible to a wall surface.

Regarding the second point I have chosen to de-
sign the trap which is shaped like a tunnel. The 
reason being that brown rats often make burrows 
and dig their own tunnels underground. Also 
since the rat will be able to see straight through 
the trap it will probably make it more inclined 
to enter as opposed to a trap with only one open-
ing and exit. Lastly having a tunnel shape means 
that the trap will have two entrances so that the 
rat has access whichever way it approaches the 
trap. 

A rat might hesitate to enter a trap if it is percieved as a dead end. If we shape it like a tunnel the rat will probably feel more at ease and we will have greater success 
at luring the rat into the trap. The tunnel shape also means twice as many entrances.
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user scenarios
To get a better understanding over the user ex-
perience I mapped different user scenarios. Each 
scenario sparked a number of questions helping 
me see what I need to look closer at during  the 
development.

setting up tHe trap
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eVerYDaY use

occasional eVents
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laYout of tHe trap
There were three major factors that played a 
role in shaping the layout of the trap. 

1. The trap must ensure swift and humane ex-
termination of the rat.

2. The trap should be easy to handle.

3. The trap should be safe to use, especially if 
you have curious pets and children around.

Looking at the first point as mentioned earlier 
about the humane extermination of rodents, if 
we are designing a mechanical trap it should 
provide a swift blow to the neck with sufficient 
force to cause instantaneous death of the rodent. 
So we need to make sure that the trap is correct-
ly dimensioned so that it can provide enough 
force. In addition we need to make sure that it’s 
consistent and only goes off when the rat is in 
the correct position exposing the neck. To en-
sure this we guide the rat into the right position 
by designing the trap like a tunnel and in the 
middle of the tunnel is the portion where the rat 
can poke its head up trying to get to the bait. 
Here I have taken inspiration from two traps by 
Wisecon, the I-Trap and and the SmartBox. Electronics

Battery & Antenna

Bait

executing mechanism

The classic wooden spring trap. It is cheap and often does the trick but it feels un-
safe to handle and the open design means more cases of misfire causing a crippled 
rat instead of a dead one.

Mjölner rat trap. Compared to the classic trap this does a better job at guiding 
the rat into the correct position. The yellow hatch in the middle contains the bait. 
The rat will try to poke it open with its nose and springing the trap in doing so. 

Basic schematics of the layout. The blue shows the t-shaped tunnel with two openings and the bait enclosed in the 
middle. The trap springs when the rat pokes it head up towards the bait.
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Regarding handling of the trap we want a cer-
tain size so that when we hold and operate the 
trap we don’t have to touch in the places that 
have been in contact with the rats. At the same 
time it shouldn’t be too bulky so that it is hard 
to handle and move around.

About the safety of the trap it’s important that 
when handling the trap you should never feel 
that it’s unsafe, like it might suddenly snap 
shut on your finger (like the traditional wood-
en spring trap).  Equally important we need to 
consider the more inquisitive of us, children and 
pets. Here the t-shaped tunnel helps prevent 
easy access to the mechanical parts. As an addi-
tional fail safe the trap wont fire when the front 
cover is open.

The Wisecon I-Trap. This trap utilises the same t-shaped layout. although with an 
open lower half instead of a tunnel.

The backside of the Wisecon I-trap. Here we can se a small tube which has bait at 
the top. the rat will poke its head in from below getting hit in the neck by the red 
spring loaded swing arm.

Similar to the Wisecon SmartBox trap I have opted to go for a tunnel through the 
lower portion of the trap that runs parallel to the wall.It is important that the layout of the trap prevents children and pets from acci-

dently triggering it and getting hurt.
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foamcore moDels
I created a couple of foamcore models at an early 
stage after I completed the research phase. They 
are rough and simple models to get a feel for the 
possible size and shape of the final product. 

They also proved useful when discussing the pro-
ject with supervisors and external people since 
you had a physical reference you could hold in 
your hand or place next to a wall.
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mecHanical moDel

The mechanical model is a bit overengineered 
and bulky compared to the final product but 
it works well as proof of concept. It is made 
out of plywood, foamcore and a whole lot of 
screws.

To use it you pull back the handle until the bar 
locks in place and to activate you press down 
on the hooks.

The operation of pulling the handle to set the 
trap is similar to how it will work in the final 
product. But since the model lacks any of the 
electronics, triggering the trap is done manual-
ly.
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Pulling the handle to set the trap. To the right we can see the springs which pulls the bar shut. They are attached in 
the opposite end from the handle.

Not armed. Armed.
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HanDling of tHe trap
Handling the trap was important to look at. Es-
pecially the part that revolves around removing 
a dead animal. How do we ensure that we don’t 
have to touch the trap in the same places that 
the rat has touched. And can we empty the trap 
without having to lift out the dead rat?
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sKetcHes

Below are some of the sketches from the project  
looking at both form and function.

eXploring sHapes
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looKing at WaYs to open tHe trap

possible HanDle for transportation

using tHe actiVating HanDle as an inDicator
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earlY concept

concept sKetcHes

Early in the project there emerged a concept that 
was about concealing and camouflaing the trap 
in different objects such as an outdoors planter 
or an outdoors  storage box. This concept had 
potential for a user desiring a more discreet trap. 

But in the end I decided to focus on designing a 
more aestethically pleasing trap so that perhaps 
the user wouldn’t see the need for hiding the 
trap away.

These concept drawing are quite close to what I 
ended up with in the end. Although at the time 
I was considering creating a core out of ABS and 
the outer shell in laminated wood. 

However since plastic will be more reliable and 
perhaps last longer outdoors I decided on using 

ABS plastic in both the core as well as in the 
outer shell. 
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moDel WorK
1 : 1 Model

MaterialS

Brown Model foaM
Pla PlaSticS
nylon (SlS)
Steel rodS
SPray Putty
wood filler
SPray Paint
PlaSti diP

The model was created by CNC milling the 
main body out of brown model foam. Two end 
pieces were SLS printed along with the front 
cover. The end pieces were attached to the  
sides of the brown foam core.

I printed the smaller components in PLA plastic 
on a Ultimaker 3D printer. This proved usefull 
since I could make corrections to parts as I 
went along. Like for example the handle which 
needed adjustments to the hole for the fingers. 

3D printing

Rapid prototyping. I discovered that the lever needed adjustments and the part 
was printed again after making corrections in solidworks

Bad fit. Hole needs to be bigger. especially if the user is wearing gloves.

3D printing the bait drawer on the Ultimaker.
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WorKsHop

The model in various stages of assembly.

Fitting the front cover onto the rest of the model.

Masking of the model before applying the second 
color.

Smaller parts getting a coat of paint. All parts ready for assembly

Steel pegs where attached to the front cover. These 
will lock into place by magnets inside the end peices.

The handle painted and cut to size.
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final proposal
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3D moDel
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1:1 moDel
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materials anD proDuction

The case for the trap will be mostly produced 
through injection moulding. 

Since the trap is for outdoors use it needs to be 
produced in materials that can withstand wind, 
rain, sunlight and changes in temperature. 
Therefore I have chosen ABS plastic which is al-
ready utilised in a wide range of products that is 
used outdoors. 

For the model and renders I have chosen a neu-
tral colour that perhaps will fit in with most 
households. But I think it would be a good idea 
to offer the trap in a wide variety of colours 
so that you for example can find a colour that 
matches your house. 
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springing tHe trap

The illustration shows how the tunnel with the 
t-shape will guide the rat into the correct posi-
tion so we can assure humane killing.

BAIT

1

Rat enters trap through 
one of the two entrances

BAIT

2

As it reaches towards the bait 
it trips the sensors

BAIT

3

The rat recieves a swift 
killing blow to the neck
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tHe trap in use
I created a set of illustrations showing how to set 
up and operate the trap. They could be part of an 
instruction manual.

setting up a neW trap
1 2 3

Open the front cover by pressing 
the two side buttons

Open the battery hatch 
and insert new batteries

Press and hold the pairing button 
until the light starts to �ash. The 

trap is now ready to connect.

4 5

Pair trap with your router or 
Smart Home hub

The trap is now avaliable in the app 
and is ready for baiting
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1 2 3

Open the front cover by pressing 
the two side buttons

Slide out the bait drawer located 
at the top of the trap

Add a bait pellet or a glob of peanut 
butter and replace the drawer

baiting tHe trap

arming tHe trap
1 2 3

Open the front cover by pressing 
the two side buttons

Make sure that nothing is 
obstructing the sensors

Press the reset switch to put 
the trap in active mode

4 5

Close the front cover Pull back the lever until 
you hear it lock in place

6

Trap is listed as active in 
the app
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1 2 3

Pull back lever untill you 
hear it lock in place

Lift up trap and move it 
over to a trash can

Tilt 90 degrees to empty 
the trap

emptYing tHe trap
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appenDiX
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furtHer DeVelopment

For further development on this project I would 
really like to tackle the interaction. Designing 
the app and a user interface from simple wire-
frames to the whole UX. In addition I could go 
more into detail as how to solve the technical 
challenges when connecting the trap to the a 
smart home or home network. 

I would also perform more user testing which I 
think would give me valuable insight. Both test-
ing with homeowners that have had problems 
with rodents and together with professionals. 
The pest control technicians which encounter 
pests everyday sit on a vast amount of practical 
knowledge and I don’t think further develop-
ment of the product would be as good without 
the evolvement of them.

In addition I would try to develop a prototype, 
that incorporates both the mechanical parts with 
the electronics.

I was considering using wood for the casing of 
the trap but since plastic will hold up better 
against the elements I put that idea to the side. 
But I think it would be fun experimenting a bit 
with different materials to give the trap different 
expressions. In addition it could be that the rats 
prefer some materials over others.
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reflections on tHe project

In this project I feel like there was no clear tran-
sition between the research phase and the design 
work. Instead the two phases were overlapping 
and I found myeself going back and forth be-
tween the research and the shaping of the trap. 

As written in the further developments there was 
a lot of things that I wish I could have delved 
into deeper but in the end I am glad that I choose 
to develop a product. Since I have been mostly 
studying interaction design during my master 
this has been a challenge and a great learning 
experience.

The product in itself I feel have a lot potential 
since it fills a gap in the market. And one could 
also develop it further. for example how would 
the product look and function if it was designed 
for the professional market, how would it look if 
it was only for indoor use or for a industrial set-
ting? etc. Also it could potentially be a part of a 
larger system or service involving the insurance 
companies.
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